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assuming the license number is in your name, call intuit support at 888-222-7276. You can find the last name, first name and
license number of the cardholder on its information page, which is located on the website www.whatnet.it...âœ‚. In Italy,

cardholders and cardholders cooperate with each other and with banks. Technical support also interacts with banks. If you did
not get through to technical support by phone, then you need to contact an ATM. You will be prompted to log into the bank

system (sellare), and when you use it, the bill code in the machine will match your bank account code. You need to issue a card
to the address indicated on the Internet in advance and pay with it for everything you want to pay, including online in online

stores. Cards do not have such an operation, all transactions with cards are carried out only through a bank branch. Italy banks
card room bank number flagship Color Personal credit Beneficiary CARD username password www.intuit.it If you have long

problems with your SIM card, you can contact the the Italian government's telephone specialists to get help from the
Municipality of Milan. Local telephone numbers give you the following telephone number for the phone complaints service:

09/707 900 2199. Telephone numbers for the following services provided to sender and recipient of calls: Caller's Service: 05
Sender'.06 Recipient', 020 Improvement'', 209 Service'.'42 local service, 020 Inquiry for Subject: Subject: the SIM Card 'being

switched off and not able to be kept'; Symbol: * Phone number: 090 030 9999 Fax service, 999 999 Local and International
phones could be reached through the Italian telephone system. As a link for Internet, there is the website

www.intuidubiconote.it/vecchi/ SIM Menu (Italian)
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